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Let G be a countably infinite ultrahomogeneous undirected graph in which the 
complete graph on three vertices Ks cannot be embedded. Then G is isomorphic 
to one of the following four graphs: 
(i) the countable graph on w with no edges; 
(ii) the graph (w, V) with 
V = {(2n, 2n + 1) : n E w} 4(2n + 1,2n) : n E w) 
(iii) the graph (w, W) where W = {(i,j) : i + j is odd}; or 
(iv) the graph G3, is a graph universal for the class of countably infinite 
graphs omitting K3. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A graph G is a structure for the first order language with one binary 
relation symbol R. An undirected graph without loops is a graph which is a 
model of V x Vy(Rxy o Ryx) A Vx-, Rxx. The universe of G, denoted by 
1 G /, or more simply G where no confusion is likely, is also called the vertex 
set of G. The interpretation of R in G is written R(G) and is called the edge 
set of G. The cardinality of a set S is denoted by / S 1 , of a graph G by Ij G /I 
and more simply by 1 G / where no confusion arises. Throughout the paper 
we shall use countable to mean countably infinite. 
If G is a graph and H C j G / then the induced subgraph G i‘ H = (H, R(G) 
n (H x H)) is denoted more simply by H when no confusion is likely. The 
relation is also denoted by H C G. 
A graph G is ultrahomogeneous provided that whenever H, KC G and 
/ H 1 < / G 1 and U: H + K is an isomorphism then there is an automorphism 
Z:: G + G such that Z:3 g, i.e., E r H = u. Notice that if G is finite or coun- 
* The author is indebted to Professor A. H. Lachlan for his guidance. 
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table and T/z(G) admits elimination of quantifiers then G is ultrahomogeneous. 
This is proved by a back-and-forth argument. 
Our consideration of the problem came from an interest in quantifier 
eliminable graphs. But Peretyiatkin [3, Sect. 41 has shown that there are 2’0 
countable graphs G whose theories admit elimination of quantifiers. A more 
manageable problem seems to be given by the restriction to undirected 
graphs. From now on graph will mean undirected graph without loops. 
Gardiner [I, Theorems 7, 121 has completely described the finite ultra- 
homogeneous graphs. In this note we find all possibilities for countable 
ultrahomogeneous graphs which omit K3 . 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let G be a graph. Denote by Z(G) the class of finite graphs which can be 
embedded in G. We say that a class of graphs 2 has the amalgamation 
property (AP) provided that whenever G, HO, HI, e, , e, are such that 
G, HO , HI E Z, e,: G + HO , e,: G + HI are embeddings then there is a graph 
H EZ and there are embeddings fo ,fi , fo: H,, --f H and fi: HI -+ H such 
that f0 0 e, = fi 0 e, . 
LEMMA 1. Let G be ultrahomogeneous and injkite. Then z(G) has AP. 
Proof. Let G be ultrahomogeneous and infinite and let K, HO, HI EZ(G) 
and e,: K --+ H,, , e,: K -+ HI be embeddings. We may assume w.1.o.g. that e, 
is an inclusion and K, C G. Let a: HI + G be an embedding. Then IJ 0 e, is an 
isomorphism of K and cr 0 e,(K) and so there is an automorphism 8: G -+ G 
with 19 EJ cr 0 e, . Now O(H,,) u a(H,) generates the desired graph with f0 = 
0 r HO andf, = (J. 1 
The techniques used by Morley and Vaught [2, Sect. 21 to show the 
existence of M-homogeneous and M-universal structures can be adapted to 
give a converse of the above. 
LEMMA 2. Let Z be a class ofjinite graphs closed under isomorphism and 
substructure. Assume that Z has AP and that 27 contains arbitrarily large finite 
graphs. Then there is a countable ultrahomogeneous graph G with Z(G) = Z. 
Proof: The collection of isomorphism types of structures in Z is countable 
so we may choose a sequence E;, of members of Z such that if FEZ then 
F g E;;, for some n. Now construct an increasing sequence of graphs G, so 
that for all n G, E Z and G, C G,+1 and also: 
(i) G, = FO 
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(ii) VnVHVkVcJm3Q(H C G, & a: H -+ Fk is an embedding -+ 0 : 
Fk -+ G, is an embedding such that for all h E H h = 8 o o(h)). 
At state m + 1 choose n < m, H C G, , k and an embedding a: H -+ Fk 
such that there is no embedding 0 : Fk + G, making 0 0 a = lH . Further, 
make these choices so as to minimize n + k. By an application of AP we may 
choose G,,, such that G, C G,,, and there is an embedding 8 : Fk --+ G,+l 
making 0 0 u = lx . 
To see that the sequence {G ,, : n E W> satisfies (ii) assume that n + k is 
minimal such that there are H C G, and u : H -+ Fk with no embedding 
0 : Fk -+ G, with 0 0 u = lH for any m. There are a finite number, say /, of 
pairs (H’, a’) where H’ C G, , and u’ : H’ -+ Fk, is an embedding and n’ + k’ 
< n + k. Thus we may choose m Z n such that for each such (H’,f’) with 
n’ + k’ < n + k there is an embedding 0’ : Fk~ --f G, with 0’ 0 (T’ = lH, . 
The construction ensures that there must be an embedding 0 : Fk + Gm+l 
making 0 o u = lH a contradiction. 
Now let G = Uncw G, . Since we may take H to be the one element 
graph (ii) ensures that Z(G) 3 Z. Also G is countable and Z 3 Z(G). It is not 
difficult to see that property (ii) guarantees that an isomorphism u of two 
finite substructures H, K can be extended one point at a time to an auto- 
morphism of G. Let g E G\K and let n, k, h be such that H C G, and X : 
KU {g} -+ Fk is an isomorphism. Then h 0 u embeds H in Ffi and there are 
m, 0 : Fk --f G, such that for h E H 8 0 X 0 u(h) = h. Consider O@(g)). Then 
H u {@h(g))} g Ku {g} by the mapping u,, 3 u with ~,,(O(X(g)) = g. 1 
For each n > 1 let K, be the complete graph on n vertices, i.e., 1 K, / = 
n = {j : j < n} and R(K,) = (n x n)\((j,j) : j < n}. Now for each n 3 2 let 
Z,, be the class of finite graphs which omit K,, . Then Zn has AP, for if 
G,H,,,H,eZ,, are such that GCH,,,GCH, and H,nH,=G we may 
take H = HO u HI, i.e., / H 1 = I H,, 1 u / HI I and R(H) = R(H,,) u R(H,). 
It is clear that En is closed under isomorphism, substructure and contains 
arbitrarily large structures. Hence, there is for each n > 2 an ultrahomo- 
geneous countable graph G, with Z(G,) = 2, . 
The correspondence between ultrahomogeneous graphs and classes of 
finite graphs is very close as the lemma on uniqueness shows. 
LEMMA 3. Let G, H be countable ultrahomogeneous graphs, then G g H 
z#E(G) = Z(H). 
Proof. The proof that Z(G) = Z(H) implies G z H is by a back and 
forth argument. The essential observation is that if u : GO -+ H,, is an iso- 
morphism with G,, C G, H,, C H and G,, finite and if g E G\G, then there is 
h E H\H,, such that e : G,, u {g} --f HO u {h} is an isomorphism where 8 = 
u u {(g, h)}. This is because G, U (g} E-T(H). Thus let X : G,, u {g} -+ H be 
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an embedding. X 0 g-l is an isomorphism of HO and h(G,,) and since H is 
infinite and ultrahomogeneous there is an automorphism y of H so that 
y 3 h 0 0-l. Let h = @(h(g)). 1 
2 
For the remainder of the paper let G be a countable ultra-homogeneous 
graph such that K3 $X(G). 
Let S, be the graph .-I , where / S, I = {a, , a,, dz} and R, = {(ai, a$): 
i #j and i *j = O}; and let M* be the graph * i i.e., ({b, , b, , b,}, {(b, , b,), 
(b, , b,)}). In this section we explore the consequences of supposing that 
either M* 4 Z(G) or S, $ Z(G). The remainder of the paper will be devoted to 
the case where both M* E Z(G) and S, E C(G). 
If M* $2(G) consider the relation - on G defined by g, - g, iff (g, , gJ $ 
R(G). - is an equivalence relation and ultrahomogeneity ensures that the 
equivalence classes under N have the same cardinality. Since K3 4 ZG there 
are at most two w-equivalence classes, for if g, , g, , g, all belong to different 
classes we have (gl , gj) E R(G) for i # j which is impossible. Thus G is either 
isomorphic to (w, 4) or to the graph ( w, W) where W = {(i, j}: i + j is odd}. 
If S, r# Z(G) consider the relation = defined on G by g, = g, iff (g, , gJ E 
R(G) or g, = g, . Then M is an equivalence relation and ultrahomogeneity 
ensures that all the equivalence classes have the same cardinality. The fact 
that K, 4 Z(G) ensures that each class contains at most two elements. Thus G 
is either isomorphic to (w, c,A) or to the graph (0, V}, where V = ((24 
2nf l):nEW}u{(2n+ 1,2n):ncw}. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let G, S, , M* be as in Section 2. In this section we assume that S, , M* E 
Z(G). We shall prove that Z(G) = Z8 . By Lemma 3 this will characterize G. 
The proof makes heavy use of the fact that Z(G) has the amalgamation 
property. (Lemma 1) 
For n > 2 define the n-star S, = ({ai : i < n}, R,), where R, = ((q , UJ: 
i #:j and i *j = 0}, see Fig. 0. Let I = ((x}, d), i.e., a one element member of 
Z(G). Let M be the graph ({uO, a,}, ((uO, a,), (a1 , a,)}), i.e., M = 1 . 
Let {Ha : 01 E A} be a non-empty family of graphs where H, = (I H. I , 
R,). Define the disjoint union (H, E) = u{H, : a E A} as follows: 
( H I = {(A, a) : h E H, A (y. E A} and E = {((h, a), (g, p)) : a = fi & (h, g) E R,}. 
If K is a cardinal other than 0 and His a graph then K - His the disjoint union 
+b/27/2-s 
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FIGURE 0 
of K copies of H. There is no loss in assuming that u is commutative and 
associative. If H and J are graphs then (0 * H) u J is just J. Note that M* s 
lo M. The proof of the main theorem is broken into a sequence of four 
lemmas: 
LEMMA 4. For all n (n - I) u S, E z(G). 
LEMMA 5. (n * S,) E z(G) for all n > 1. 
LEMMA 6. (n - S,) E z(G) for n > 1 and m > 2. 
LEMMA 7. Z(G) =&. 
Of course the theorem is immediate from Lemma 7 for which the other 
lemmas are necessary preliminaries. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Assume that M*, S, E Z(G). We prove by induction 
that (n * I) u S, E Z(G) and ((n + 1) . I) u ME Z(G). With n = 0 this is simply 
that M*, S, E Z(G). The induction step follows from Propositions 1, 2, and 
3 below. 
PROPOSITION 1. If (n*Z)oS,Ez(G) then ((n+ 1 *Z)US,E~(G) or 
(n*Z)U&E~(G). 
Proof. For an application of AP we may assume that (n - I) u S, g B, , 
where l&,1 =Nu{u,,,a,,a,} and R(B,,)={(ai,ai):i#j&i-j=O}. 
Let A be the substructure of B, generated by N u (a; , u2}. Let b be new and 
define B1 such that 1 B, 1 = N u (aI, a2 , b}, and B1 s (n + 3) - I. Now 
A, B,, E Z. Also B, E Z(G) since from Ramsey’s theorem we easily get that 
w * I can be embedded in G. 
Thus let C E Z(G) and let f0 : B,, -+ C and fi : B1 + C be embeddings such 
that fo r A = fi r A. Then &(a,) # fi(b) since (a,, , a,) E R(B,) while (b, ul) + 
R(B,). The disjunction depends on whether cf,(a,),f,(b)) E R(C). 
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The reader may find the proofs less difficult to follow from consideration 
of the figures which we shall present. 
Figure 1 corresponds to Proposition 1. 
FIGIJRE 1 
PROPOSITION 2. If (n * I) c) S, E Z(G) and ((n + 1) - Z) u ME z(G) then 
((n + 1 *Z)US,E,Z(G). 
Proof. The Figure for this Proposition is Figure 2. For an application of 
AP we may take BO g (n + I) u S, where I B,, I = N u (a,, a, , uz , as} and 
R(B,)={(a~,a,):i#j&i~j=O}.LetA=Nu{a,,u,}andletbbenew 
and let Bl g ((n + 1) * Z) w M, where I B, 1 = A u {b}, where R(B,) = 
{(a2 , b), (b, az)}. Now let C E z(G) and fo : BO -+ C and fi : B, -+ C be em- 
beddings such that fo r A = fi r A. Then f,(b) #f,(u,,) since (a, , uJ E R(B,,) 
while (b, a3) 4 R(B,) and similarly fi(b) # fo(u,) because of a2 . There is no 
loss of generality in assuming that f. , fi are inclusions. Now (a, , b) $ R(C) 
since KS $ z(G). There are now two cases: 
Case 1. (aI , b) 4 R(C), and 
case 2. (a, ) b) E R(C). 
FIGURE 2 
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In Case 1 consider N u {a,, , a,, a,, b}. The subgraph determined is 
isomorphic to ((n + 1) * I) w S, . 
In Case 2 consider N u {b, a, , a2 , a,} which is isomorphic to ((n + 1) - I) 
u s, . 
PROPOSITION 3. If((n + 1) * I) u S, E Z(G) then ((n + 2) - I) u M E Z(G). 
Proof: For this Proposition consider Figures 3 and 4. For an application 
of AP let B,,zz((n+ 1).IwS,, where I B, I = N u {b, a, , a, , a.J and 
R(B,)={(a,,a,):i#j&i~j=O}. Let A =Nu(b,a,,a,} and letting c 
be new define & s B, by / B, 1 = A u {c} and R(B,) = {(c, b), (b, c), 
(CT a (4 9 c)}. Now let C E Z(G) andf, : B, ---f C andf, : Bl --+ C be embed- 
dings such that f0 r A = fi r A. Then f&z,,) #fi(c) and without loss of 
generalityf, ,fi are inclusions. Since K3 $ Z(G) we have (a, , c) $ R(C). 
FIGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
But then the substructure C,, determined by N u {uB , u,, , ur , c} belongs to 
Z(G). For a second application of AP let B = N w (az , a, , c}. Let d be a new 
individual and let C, z ((n + 1) * I) w Sz be such that ) C, 1 = B u {d} and 
R(G) = {@I 3 cl, cc> 4, (a1 7 d), (8, a,)}. Now let D EZ(G) and g, : C,, -+ D 
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and g, : C, + D be embeddings with g, r B = g, j’ B. Now g&z,) f g,(d) 
since (a, , az> E R(C,) while (d, a,) $ R(C,). Thus we may assume that g,, , g, 
are inclusions. Since KS $Z(G) (a, , d) $ R(D). Now the substructure deter- 
mined by N u (c, d, a,, az> is isomorphic to ((n + 2) * I) u M. 
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 5: For all n > 1 (n * S,) E Z(G). 
Proof. We prove by induction on n > 1 that (m * I) u (n . S,) E Z(G) for 
all m. With 12 = 1 this is just the conclusion of Lemma 4. The induction step 
is greatly simplified by consideration of figures 5, 6, and 7. In the first two 
amalgamations a label is attached to an outer vertex of S, and with this a 
3-star is created. Then the 3-star is used to create two 2-stars. For the reader 
who can follow the diagrams this should suffice. However, to avoid any 
possible obscurity let m 2 1 be fixed and fix K z ((m . I) u ((n - 1) * S,)). 
Claim. K u (2 . I) u S, E Z(G). 
Fix new entities a, , a 1 , a, , b, , b, , and b. For an application of AP let B, 
be determined by / B 0 / = / K 1 u {a0 , a, , a2 , b, , b,} and R(B,) = R(K) u 
{(q , uj) : i #fj and i -j = 0} and let A = K u (a,, a2 , b, , b,)-. B, z ((m + 2) * 
Z) u (n . S,)) and so belongs to z(G). Let B1 be such that 1 B, / = / A 1 u {b) 
and R(B,) = R(K) u {(a2 , b), (b, uz)}. Now B, E Z(G). 
FIGURE 5 
FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE 7 
Let C E Z(G) and let e, : B,, + C and e, : B, -+ C be embeddings with 
e, r A = e, r A. Now e&z,,) # e,(b) since (a0 , a,) E R(B,) while (b, a,) q! R(B,). 
Thus without loss e,, , e, are inclusions. (a, , b) $ R(C) since K3 6 Z(G). 
For another application of AP let CO be the subgraph determined by 
K u {a,, , a, , a, , b, , b, , b}. Let B = K u (a, , a, , b, b, , b,). Let a3 be new 
and let C, be such that ( C, 1 = B u {a,> and R(C,) = R(K) u {(a,, au), 
(a, , 4, (a, ,a,), (a, , a,&. Then G cx ((m + 3) * 1) CJ (n - 4) E z(G). 
Now let D E Z(G) and let fO : CO + D and fr : C, ---f D be embeddings 
with fO r B = fi i‘ B. By inspection &(a*) # fi(u3) and without loss f, , fi are 
inclusions. (a, , az) 6 R(D) since K3 + Z. But then the subgraph determined by 
K u {a, , a, , u2 , a3 , b, , b,) is isomorphic to KU (2 * I) b S, E Z(G) esta- 
blishing the claim. 
With another application of AP we may see that K CI (2 * S,) E Z(G). Let D, 
be the subgraph determined by K u {a, , a, , a, , a3 , b, , b,} in the above. Let 
e be new and let D, be determined by / D, / = K U {a, , u2 , u3 , b, , b, , e) 
and R(D,) = R(K) u ((a,, 4, k 4, @, , 4, (e, 4, (h , 4 64 01. Let 
E=D,nD,.ThenD,,D,EL’(G). 
Let FE Z(G) and let g, : D, --t F and g, : D, -+ F be embeddings with 
g, r E = g, i‘ E. Then go(uO) f gr(e) and we may take g, , g, to be inclusions. 
The substructure of F determined by K u {a, , a, , u2 , e, b, , b,} is isomorphic 
to (m 5 I) CI ((n + 1) * S,). This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Now we turn to the proof of Lemma 6, that (n . S,) E Z(G) for IZ > 1 and 
m 3 2. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the first part of the 
proof of Lemma 5. Using the amalgamation property we tag one of the outer 
vertices of an m-star and then by another amalgamation produce an (m + l)- 
star. This is shown in figures 8 and 9. 
Formally we prove by induction on m 2 2 that for all n > 1 (n . S,) E 
Z(G). With m = 2 this is just the conclusion of Lemma 5. Assume that 
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FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
(k - S,) E Z(G) for all k > 1. Now we prove by induction on II 3 0 that for 
all k Z 1 (k - S,) u (n . S,,,)) E Z(G). Assume that ((k - S,) u (n * S,,,)) E 
Z(G) for all k 2 1. Let KS ((k *S,) w (n * S,,,)) and let a, ,..., a, be 
distinct new individuals. Define B, z (K w S,) by I & I = 1 K I u (ai : 
i<m} and R(Bo)=R(K)u{(ai,uj)i#j and i*j=O}. Let A=Ku 
{a, ,..., a,}. Let b be new and define B, by I B, I = A u {b} and R(B,) = 
R(K) U M, ~1, (am , 4. Then 4 E ,JTG). 
By AP let C, E Z(G) and let ,fo : B, --+ C,, and fi : Bl -+ C, be embeddings 
for which fo r A =fi r A. Then &(a,,) #f,(b) since (a, , a,) E R(&) while 
(b, aI) 4 R(B,). Thus we may assume that f, and fi are inclusions and then 
(a, , b) $ R(C,) since K3 4 Z. 
For another application of AP let B = K U {a, ,..., a,-, , b} and let a,,, 
be new and let C, be such that ) C, / = B u {a,+3 and R(C,) = R(B) u 
{(am+l y ad, (a, , ~,+&. Then Cl E zl(G>. 
Let D E Z(G) and let g, , g, be embeddings of C, and C, into D respectively 
such that g, r B = g, r B. Now g&,J # g,(um+l) since (a, , b) E R(C,) while 
(%L+, 3 b) 4 R(C,). Without loss g, , g, are inclusions. Now (am , u,+~) $ R(D) 
and K u {a,, 
This comple;k 
a,,, 1s isomorphic to (k . S,) u ((n + 1) . SW,+,). 
proif of Lemma 6 
We now prove lemma 7: Z(G) =‘&. 
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Proof. It is clear that Z(G) C,& . We prove by induction on the lexico- 
graphic order on pairs (11 B [j, 1 R(B)I) that if B E X8 then B E Z(G). Thus let 
HE Z; and assume that if B E Z; and B has fewer vertices than H or if 
11 B I] = jj H jl but B has fewer edges than H then B E X(G). We now consider 
three cases. 
Case 1. There are elements h, , h, , hB E H with (h, , h,), (h, , h,) E R(H) 
and the mapping u : (H\(h,}) -+ (H\(h,}) which has u&J = h, and a(h) = h 
for h E H\{h, , h,} is not an isomorphism. 
By the induction hypothesis H\{h,}, H\{h,} E Z(G) and we may choose 
K E Z(G) and embeddingsf, : (H\{h,}) -+ K andf, : (H\(h,}) --f K such thatf, 
andf, , agree on H\{h, , h,}. Thenf,(hd #fl(h,) since the mapping cr is not 
an isomorphism. Thus we may take f, , f, to be inclusions and we have 
(h, , h,) $ R(K) since KS $ Z(G). But then H C K and H E Z(G). 
Case 2. There are h, , h, , h, E H with (h, , h,), (h, , h,) E R(H), and such 
that the mapping u : H\{h,) -+ H\{h,} defined in Case 1 is an isomorphism but 
such that j R(H\{h,})l + 2 < I R(H)] . 
Then let k be new and let Kz be the graph for which I K, I = (H\{h,}) u {k} 
and R(K,) = R(H\{h,)) u {(& , k), (k, h,)}. Now K, E & and by the induction 
hypothesis Kz EZ(G) since I R(K,)J = I R(H\(h,})l + 2. 
Let K1 be the graph such that / Kl / = (H\(h,}) u {k} and R(K,) = R(H\ 
{h,}). K1 E C(G) and K1 n & = (H\{h, , h,}) u {k). By AP let K E Z(G) and let 
fi : Kl 3 K, fi : Kz ---f K be embeddings such that fl 1 (Kl n KJ = fi r 
VI n J&J 
Then f&i,) # fa(hz) since (h, , k) 6 R(K,) while (h,, k) E R(&). Thus 
without loss fi , fz are inclusions. Note that (h, , h,) $ R(K) since K3 4 C(G). 
But then H C K and so HE Z(G). 
Case 3. Otherwise for all h, , h, , h, E H if (h, , ha), (h, , h,) E R(H) then 
for all h E H(h, h,) E R(H) iff (h, hg) E R(H) since Case 1 fails; and indeed if 
(h, h,) E R(H) then h = h, since Case 2 fails. But then it is easy to see that 
there exist m, n such that H is isomorphic to a subgraph of n * S,,, and so 
HEX(G). 1 
Combining Lemmas 4, 5, 6, 7 with Lemma 3 one can conclude that up to 
isomorphism there is one countable ultrahomogeneous graph in which K3 
can not be embedded but in which S, and M* can be embedded - G, . 
4. CONCLUSION 
With the results of Sections 2, 3 we find that up to isomorphism there are 
four countable ultrahomogeneous graphs in which K3 cannot be embedded. 
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We would conjecture that there are only finitely many countable ultra- 
homogeneous graphs which omit K4. The extension of the techniques used 
here doesn’t appear to be immediate. 
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